
PARK BOTTOM - STOCKTON WOOD - SHERRINGTON WOOD
5.7 m. Park at roadside at  ST 957 373

(From Salisbury on A36. Just past the right turn for Codford St Mary, turn right to Shrrington, but continue left for 1m after crossing the railway) 

From the minor road at ST 9571 3734 walk steeply uphill ENE for 150 m then 0.5 m. SE to a fence line at 
ST 9626 3686. Cross and continue for 0.2 m to a cross track at ST 9644 3661 (*you have a choice here, 
see later). Walk S, SE then SSE for a further 0.4 m.to a stile at ST 9686 3610. Here go south in the woods 
on a permissive path to ST 9652 3581 where there is a track junction. Turn right to walk west passing a 
number of specimen Acer trees to reach a cross track at ST 9634 3582. Turn left to walk S to Grim's Ditch 
at ST 9636 3555. Turn right and exit the wood at ST 9610 3646. (* You can reach here from the cross 
track at ST 9644  3661 by turning right there, walking just W of S to reach the wood at ST 9636 3608, the 
follow a bridleway SW, then S to reach ST 9610 3646)

Proceed WSW to ST 9575 3535 near to the A303 trunk road and then go NW for 0.5 m to ST 9497 3570 
(near marked look-out towers). Turn right to walk NE for 100m, then left at ST 9500 3576 to walk WNW 
for 1.2 m to ST 9308 3604. Turn right for 50m to ST 9309 3609 then right again to continue ENE, NE and 
E for ~2 miles to reach ST 9562 3740 near to Park Bottom. Turn right for 100m to reach the cars.
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